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Perceiving motion and rigid structure
from optic flow: A combined weak-perspective

and polar-perspective approach

MATS LIND
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

Structure-from-motion algorithms based on weak-perspective projection have many interesting
properties and could serve as a basis for a model of human perception of motion and structure from
motion (M&SFM). There is some psychophysical evidence, however, that points to discrepancies be
tween what can be accomplished with these algorithms and the performance of human subjects in cer
tain M&SFM tasks. In light of this evidence, this paper presents a mechanism that both takes advan
tage of all the possibilities offered by a weak-perspective approach and behaves in a manner that is in
close correspondence with human performance in M&SFM tasks. It consists of a novelweak-perspective
based method operating at small visual angles and a complementary, perspective-projection-based
method operating at larger visual angles.

Relative motion between an object and a monocular
observer has, in many cases, the potential ofrevealing the
three-dimensional (3-D) structure of the object to the ob
server, along with parameters describing the relative mo
tion. This circumstance has received much scientific at
tention, and there is, for instance, compelling empirical
evidence that humans exploit this potential source of in
formation about motion and 3-D structure (for an over
view,see Rogers, 1993). A great number of theoretical and
numerical studies (overviews are presented by Faugeras,
1993, pp. 245-300, and Maybank, 1993) have been pub
lished on how to make use of this potential source of in
formation, in the following called motion and rigid struc
turefrom motion (M&SFM). As a consequence, much is
known about the nature of the problem and what can and
cannot be accomplished by an M&SFM process, whether
implemented in a human-made system or in the func
tioning of a living creature.

One important factor in M&SFM work is the type of
projection relating one coordinate system (the 3-D
world) to another (the projection surface). An ordinary
camera, or the eye, is best described by what is known as
perspective, or polar, projection. However, from a geo
metrical point of view, many different types of projec
tions are conceivable. One example is orthographic pro
jection, which has been used extensively throughout the
history of M&SFM research.
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Using different types of projection leads to different
formulations of the M&SFM problem and suggests dif
ferent computational schemes to its solution. Recent
theoretical work (e.g., Koenderink & van Doorn, 1991;
Shapiro, Zisserman, & Brady, 1995) has shown that a par
ticular projection type, often referred to as weak perspec
tive, leads to formulations of the M&SFM problem that
have some interesting properties. For instance, the
M&SFM problem, in its weak-perspective form, can be
robustly solved by a linear method even in the presence of
measurement errors (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1991;
Shapiro et al., 1995). Algorithms based on weak per
spective are, thus, of potential interest as a basis for mod
els of the human M&SFM process. There is some psycho
physical evidence, however, that points to discrepancies
between what can be accomplished by using these weak
perspective approaches and the performance of human
subjects in certain M&SFM tasks. Therefore, the aim of
this paper is to present a mechanism that both takes ad
vantage of the possibilities offered by a weak-perspective
approach and performs in close correspondence with
human performance in M&SFM tasks.

An overview of this paper is as follows: In Section 1,
the concept of weak perspective is briefly described. The
aim of Section 2 is to identify some important character
istics of the human M&SFM process as it is reflected in
the literature. In Section 3, a comparison is made between
these characteristics and the performance of two recently
published weak-perspective-based M&SFM algorithms,
and three discrepancies are identified. Section 4 contains
the description, and some numerical evaluations, of a novel
M&SFM mechanism that is constructed to more closely
match the performance of the human visual system when
confronted with optic flow. In Section 5, the performance
of this mechanism is compared with the results of stud
ies on the perception ofvisual motion, especially motion
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patterns defined by the use ofspatial derivatives ofoptic
flow. Section 6 contains a brief discussion on some re
maining issues.

1. WEAK-PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION

The physical projection in the human eye is best de
scribed through the use ofperspective projection. Never
theless, in certain cases, the physical projection in the
eye can be approximated by another projection process.'
The most commonly used of these other projection pro
cesses has been orthographic projection. Orthographic
projection is a reasonable approximation of perspective
projection when a projected (viewed) object subtends a
small visual angle, the internal depth ofthe object is small
relative to the viewing distance, and the relative motion
between the object and the projecting system contains no
large component ofmotion directed toward or away from
that system. Orthographic projection is used because it
often leads to simple and effective solutions to M&SFM
related problems.

Weak-perspective projection can be seen as an elabo
ration of orthographic projection. They are identical in
all aspects but one. Ifa projected object has a component
of motion directed toward or away from the projecting
system, when orthographic projection is used, the image
of the object on the projection plane is left unchanged.
However, when weak-perspective projection is used, the
image is uniformly scaled (magnified or reduced). Be
cause ofthis scaling, weak-perspective projection is also
referred to as scaled orthographic projection.

When weak perspective is used, as in the case ofortho
graphic projection, an M&SFM process cannot recover
all parameters of the relative motion between an object
and the camera (the eye) from two 2-D views. One pa
rameter will remain unknown until a third view is used.
In leaving one parameter of relative motion unknown,
the output from algorithms based on weak perspective,
from two 2-D views, is a depth map of the "relief" kind
(Koenderink & van Doorn, 1991). However, unlike algo
rithms based on orthographic projection, they can, in
many cases, estimate the psychologically interesting
quantity "time to contact" (e.g., Lee, 1976; Tresilian,
1993).

TwoM&SFM algorithms for weak-perspective projec
tion have recently been put forward: one by Koenderink
and van Doorn (1991) and one by Shapiro et al. (1995).
These algorithms show that the M&SFM problem from
two 2-D views can be solved linearly and robustly using
least squares methods. An interesting detail in both of
these algorithms is that they use a description of the rel
ative motion between the camera (the eye) and the pro
jected object that fits the descriptions given by human
observers in similar conditions as reported by Borjesson
and von Hofsten (1973, 1975). The results obtained by
using a weak-perspective-based M&SFM algorithm are
illustrated in Figure 1.

2. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
HUMAN M&SFM PROCESS

To evaluate any M&SFM algorithm in terms of its
potential to serve as a basis for a model of the human
M&SFM process, the important properties of this pro
cess must be identified. The available psychophysical ev
idence is often too inconclusive or sparse to identify all
of the relevant features of the human M&SFM process.
However, five areas can be identified that both have the
oretical relevance and exhibit some useful psychophys
ical results. The first area concerns how to define the input
to the process (i.e., what is the basis for the estimation of
motion and structure in space from visual motion). The
second area concerns how measurement errors could be
dealt with. The third deals with the question ofad hoc as
sumptions. The fourth concerns the output ofthe process
(i.e., the question of partial or complete solutions). The
fifth relates to how incomplete input is handled.

2.1. What Is the Input to the Human
M&SFM Process?

2.1.1. Is time represented? The studies reported by
McKee and Welch (1985) shed some light on this issue.
Their results indicate that there are neural structures ca
pable of producing estimates oflocal retinal velocities (i.e.,
time-related positional changes) and that the time frame
used by these structures is in the range of 50-80 msec.
Other results reported by Dosher, Landy, and Sperling
(1989) and Landy, Dosher, Sperling, and Perkins (1991)
show that the M&SFM process in humans is impaired
when the visual stimuli used are manipulated in ways
known to impair the functioning ofthese velocity-sensing
neural structures. Adopting these results, it seems reason
able to describe the input to the M&SFM process as ap
proximations to first derivatives of retinal position with
respect to time (retinal velocities).

Apart from the psychophysical evidence, there are the
oretical arguments favoring a view ofretinal velocities as
the basic input to the M&SFM process. Perhaps the most
important is related to the ultimate use ofsuch a process.
One of the probable purposes of recovering motion and
structure in space is to support action (Gibson, 1966). If
this is so, the time span used by the process must be short
(Maybank, 1993, p. 119) and consistently applied.

Assuming that the input to the human M&SFM pro
cess is retinal velocities has no bearing on how these ve
locities are sensed. The sensing could be based on gray
level operations or on time-related sequences of retinal
coordinates. Furthermore, defining the input as retinal ve
locities does not mean that algorithms based on correspon
dences between image elements in successive views are
disqualified as a basis for a model of the human M&SFM
process. On the contrary, it implies that velocity-based
algorithms may also be used.

2.1.2. Dealing with input extended in time: One
process or two? It is undoubtedly true that human per-



Figure 1. Illustration of performance ofa weak-perspective--based M&SFM algorithm. The algorithm actually used was the small
angle process described in Section 4. (a) Original synthetic 3-D object used. (b) A polar-projected flow field produced by moving the
object and using the z-axis as the line of sight. (c) Translation ofthe object along the line of sight, as estimated by the process, displayed
as 2-D vectors on the projection surface. (d) Rotation ofthe object around the line of sight, as estimated by the process, displayed as
2-D vectors on the projection surface. (e) Rotation around the axis in the xy plane, as estimated by the process, including the errors
produced by the polar (as opposed to weak-perspective) projection used. The result is displayed as 2-D vectors on the projection sur
face. (f) 3-D structure estimated by the process using the vectors shown in panel e. A randomly chosen value was used for the unknown
rotational velocity (yielding an affine transformation). In this case, it led to a flattening ofthe original object.
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formance in many M&SFM tasks grows better as the
number of views is increased (e.g., Dosher et al., 1989;
Husain, Treue, & Andersen, 1989; Landy et al., 1991;Nor
man & Todd, 1993; Todd & Bressan, 1990; Todd & Nor
man, 1991). It is important, however, to note that this
could be due to at least two different kinds of processes.
One kind ofprocess assembles a sequence of sets of ve
locity estimates (three or more 2-D views) and performs
the M&SFM computation on the basis of the whole se
quence. The other kind ofprocess performs an M&SFM
computation on each consecutive set ofvelocity estimates
(each consecutive set of two 2-D views) and performs
another computation on the resulting, likewise consecu
tive, 3-D information to obtain better information on
true 3-D structure and relative motion. Both ofthese pro
cesses have been suggested in the machine vision litera
ture, and it has been suggested that the analysis of succes
sive 3-D representations can be accomplished by using
Kalman filters (Faugeras, 1993; Shapiro et al., 1995).

There are psychophysical indications, although not de
cisive, that the two process view is a reasonable descrip
tion ofhow the human visual system operates. Consider,
for instance, the experiments reported by Husain et al.
(1989). Their results suggest that the visual system uses
a surface description of 3-D scenes defined by moving
random dot stimuli instead of distance measurements to
individual points. They reach this conclusion because their
subjects' performance improved with more frames, even
if all points were replaced by new ones every 100 msec
given, ofcourse, that all points belonged to the same rigid
3-D surface. As indicated by Husain et al. (1989), these
results do not distinguish between surface descriptions
in terms of2-D velocity fields or 3-D surfaces. However,
the results support a two-process view.

Although designed for a different purpose, studies by
Todd and Bressan (1990), Todd and Norman (1991), and
Norman and Todd (1993) indicate that there is a small ef
fect ofletting human observers see more than two views.
However, they also clearly demonstrate that, given opti
mal conditions in terms of lSI and SOA (Todd, Aker
strom, Reichel, & Hayes, 1988), two views are sufficient
input to the human M&SFM process for it to produce re
liable 3-D percepts. This is further corroborated by the
experiments performed by Borjesson and Lind (1996).

These results, viewed together, point to the distinct pos
sibility that human behavior in M&SFM tasks is governed
by two separate processes. One, the basic M&SFM pro
cess, operates on retinal velocities and produces a 3-D de
scription. The other operates in 3-D on the time-varying
characteristics of these 3-D descriptions.

In this paper, the two-process view is adopted, and the
hypothesized basic process is considered. Consequently,
the input to the process is defined to be retinal velocities
(or, equivalently, two temporally close retinal views).

2.1.3. Retinal velocities as such or spatial deriva
tives of retinal velocities? The idea that spatial deriva
tives of a dense field of retinal velocities could serve as
primitives in the recovery ofmotion and structure in space
originates in the work of Koenderink and van Doorn

(1976).2 One of the main advantages of using first spa
tial derivatives- is that the divergence and the deforma
tion components describe properties ofthe relative motion
and the 3-D layout that, at least during certain circum
stances, could be used directly to guide behavior (see, e.g.,
Koenderink, 1986, 1990).

There are some pieces of psychophysical evidence,
however, indicating that the human visual system does not
use spatial derivatives as visual primitives. For instance,
Braddick and Holliday (1992) investigated the "pop-out"
potential ofpatterns exhibiting pure divergence or defor
mation. They concluded that the detection of these mo
tion patterns, seen in a context of other motion patterns,
could not be characterized as "popping out," but instead
required serial search. This makes the existence of low
levelmechanisms operating in parallel and sensitiveto spa
tial derivatives unlikely. Furthermore, Nakayama and Tyler
(1981) investigated the visual-motion-sensing system in
terms of its filtering characteristics and concluded that it
is best described as a low-pass spatial filter. This is also
contraindicative to the visual system using spatial deriv
atives in that spatial derivatives imply the opposite (i.e.,
high-pass filtering). Taking these results into account,
algorithms that could serve as a basis for the human
M&SFM process should be based on retinal velocities as
such and not spatial derivatives of retinal velocities.

The results of the studies by Reagan and Beverley
(1978), De Bruyn and Orban (1990, 1993), Freeman and
Harris (1992), and Ahlstrom and Borjesson (in press) are
also relevant to this question, but have even further im
plications and will be discussed in Section 5.

2.2. Handling Measurement Errors
Is a Consequence of Using
Retinal Velocities as Input

An estimation of image velocities will usually contain
measurement errors (Maybank, 1993). This is also con
firmed in studies estimating the performance in this re
spect ofthe human visual system. Nakayama (1985), in cit
ing several studies, summarizes these results as showing
Weber fractions for retinal velocity ofapproximately 5%.

One way of coping with this is to use techniques such
as averaging or smoothing on the set of2-D velocity vec
tors. This does not seem like a suitable technique for nat
ural vision because of the problems it would lead to in
the case of discontinuities in the set of retinal velocities
with respect to position. Discontinuities of this kind are
commonplace when an observer moves in natural envi
ronments. A typical example is locomotion through for
ests where rigidly connected objects, such as tree trunks
and branches, with very different depth values often pro
ject onto neighboring parts on the retina. Another way
of dealing with the problem of measurement errors is to
use an error-reducing process, such as some kind of least
squares process, in the recovery of the 3-D motion pa
rameters only. This least squares strategy has been used
in several M&SFM algorithms (e.g., Maybank, 1993;
Pradzny, 1980). To illustrate the rationale behind this
strategy, consider the case of egomotion.
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During egomotion, as pointed out by Gibson (1950),
every part ofa rigid environment, regardless of its struc
ture, contains information about the motion of the ob
server. Because of this, the more visual directions there
are providing input to it, the better an error-reducing pro
cess estimating the egomotion works.

The distance from the observer to the environment, on
the other hand, is unique in every visual direction.s and
nothing is gained when estimating distances from having
input from more such directions.

Because the parameters of relative motion are identi
cal in all visual directions in a rigid environment, a least
squares solution that solves only for the parameters of
relative motion will work. This approach has also been
used in a number of previously published algorithms.

It is worth noting that when the parameters of relative
motion are known, estimating the rigid 3-D structure is
a fairly trivial matter. The estimated parameters of rela
tive motion are simply used in conjunction with each ve
locity vector. This directly yields the relative distance to
the distal point associated with the vector.

2.3. No Ad Hoc Assumptions About the Nature
of the Relative Motion Are Viable

There are a number ofalgorithms that work only under
the assumption that one or more of the parameters ofrel
ative motion is known before the analysis begins-for
instance, that the axis of rotation is known or that the ob
server is engaged in a pure translatory motion in relation
to the environment. Although such algorithms can pro
vide valuable insight into the human M&SFM process
and serve as theoretical background in empirical work,
they do not seem to be likely candidates as descriptions
of the human M&SFM process as a whole.

Perhaps the most common assumption of this kind is
hidden in the usage of pure orthographic projection. If pure
orthographic projection is to be a justifiable simplifica
tion, it must be assumed that the average distance between
the eye and the viewed distal points is unchanged by the
relative motion. However, the sensitivity of the human
visual system to 2-D expansions and contractions (e.g.,
Reagan & Beverley, 1978) and the empirical data on the
perception of time to contact (for an overview see Tre
silian, 1993) indicate that this is not a reasonable assump
tion when modeling human vision.

2.4. Complete or Partial Solutions
An inherent feature of any optic-flow (see Section

4.1)-based M&SFM algorithm based on either weak
perspective or orthographic projection is its inability to
estimate the amount ofrotation ofa viewed object around
a rotational axis orthogonal to the line of sight. This re
sults in a depth map consisting ofa one-parameter family
of depths (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1991) sometimes re
ferred to as a relief> An algorithm based on perspective
projection does not share this inability. It can, at least in
principle, estimate all parameters of motion from optic
flow given an input that is adequately varied. This aspect
of M&SFM algorithms based on perspective projection

has been investigated by Koenderink and van Doorn
(1987). Both their theoretical analyses and their numer
ical simulations show that, in the presence ofmeasurement
errors, the precision in the estimation of the critical param
eter of relative motion is a positive function ofvisual angle
and, to a somewhat lesser extent, the number oflandmarks.

These results point to a way of assessing whether the
M&SFM process of the human visual system is based to
tally on the simplifications offered by assuming weak
perspective projection or whether, given wide angle
input, it uses the full information available in perspec
tive projection. Several experiments have been performed
by Borjesson and Lind (1996) and Lind and Borjesson
(1996) in an attempt to empirically investigate this. The
results are clear. The consistency by which human subjects
estimate the parameter of relative motion left unknown
by a weak-perspective process is a function ofvisual angle
as predicted by the Koenderink and van Doorn (1987)
findings. However, although this was true for the con
sistency-that is, each subject estimated the value of the
parameter in a way which was directly related to, and
only related to, the actual value ofit-the predictions did
not hold for the actual value assigned to the parameter.
When the visual angle was small, the distances estimated
by the subjects varied between subjects and were also in
consistently related to the actual distances. This can be in
terpreted as due to the difficulties involved in estimating
all parameters of relative motion at small visual angles.
When the visual angle was large, the distances estimated
by the subjects varied only between subjects but were con
sistent with actual distances for each subject.

These results have some interesting implications on
the "euclidean versus affine" issue (see, e.g., Koenderink
& van Doorn, 1991; Lappin & Ahlstrom, 1994; Lappin
& Love, 1992; Norman & Todd, 1993; Pizlo & Salach
Golyska, 1994; Todd & Bressan, 1990; Todd & Norman,
1991). However, in the present context, all that matters is
that all parameters of motion indeed were estimated by
the subjects at large visual angles from only two views,
although at least one of them was scaled by a subject
specific factor. This cannot be accomplished by an
M&SFM algorithm based on weak-perspective or ortho
graphic projection analyzing retinal velocities.

When evaluating M&SFM algorithms in terms of their
potential to serve as a basis for a model of human percep
tion of motion and structure from retinal velocities, it
seems (because of the above) reasonable to assume that
such algorithms should be able to output complete or
partial solutions depending on the nature of the input. If
the visual angle is large and the viewed scene is, for the
most part, rigid (as is usually the case during locomotion),
the output should be a solution where all parameters of
relative motion are estimated. Ifany or both ofthese con
ditions are violated, different kinds of partial solutions
should constitute the output.

2.5. Handling Incomplete Input
Borjesson and von Hofsten (1973, 1975) report that

three points engaged in relative motion are, at least in
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many instances, capable of eliciting stable 3-D percepts
in observers. As is clear from theory, these impressions
cannot, in the case of general motion of a 3-D object
viewed by the human eye, be veridical because four non
coplanar points are the theoretical minimum if a relief
depth map is to be calculated (e.g., Koenderink & van
Doorn, 1991); five noncoplanar points are the minimum
if a complete output is considered (e.g., Maybank, 1993).
However, because the percepts seem to be consistent for
each type of 2-D motion pattern over subjects and time,
it seems probable that the human M&SFM process is ca
pable ofapplying additional constraints in the case of in
complete input.

Thus, another desirable quality of an algorithm suit
able as a basis for the human M&SFM process is that it
be capable ofeasily incorporating additional constraints.

3. WEAK-PERSPECTIVE M&SFM
ALGORITHMS AS MODELS OF THE

HUMAN M&SFM PROCESS

The weak-perspective M&SFM algorithms by Koen
derink and van Doorn (1991) and Shapiro et al. (1995)
match several of the characteristics listed in the previous
section. They can use the described input, they are robust
in the presence ofnoise, and they make no ad hoc assump
tions on the nature of the relative motion. They also have
computational advantages in that they employ linear least
square methods.

In light of the criteria described in Section 2 of this
paper, however, these algorithms have three weaknesses.
First, they can never estimate all parameters of relative
motion from retinal velocities, no matter how large a vi
sual angle the viewed environment subtends. Second, a
basic assumption of both of these algorithms is the exis
tence of at least four noncoplanar points. If the viewed
object is represented by three points (or, equivalently, is
planar), this is discovered, but no other useful informa
tion about the viewed object or the relative motion can be
extracted by these algorithms. Third, they cannot handle
the case where the relative motion between an object and
an observer can be described as motion purely along and!
or around the line of sight. This case cannot be distin
guished by these algorithms from the case of an arbitrar
ily moving planar object. In both cases, the algorithms only
signal that the input is incomplete.

Of these three weaknesses, only the first is a result of
the choice ofweak perspective as the projection process.
To understand the existence of the other two, it must be
kept in mind that these algorithms primarily are designed
to recover structure from motion (SFM) and not M&SFM.

4. YET ANOTHER M&SFM MECHANISM

4.1. Defining Optic Flow
As is clear from Section 2, the input to a mechanism

relevant to the basic human M&SFM process should be
the 2-D information available in two temporally close
views. A useful concept in light of this is "optic flow,"and,

to define it, the Koenderink and van Doorn (1987) ter
minology is adapted. Consequently, the environment is
considered to contain "landmarks that can be recognized
for the duration ofa short span of time and thus serve as
markers for the optic flow" (Koenderink & van Doorn,
1987, p. 247). Furthermore, a projection point and the en
vironment move relative to one another. Rigidly connected
to the projection point is a projection surface. The projec
tions of the landmarks on the projection surface, in terms
of positions and velocity vectors, are considered to consti
tute the optic flow. Thus, the flow is "specified through
a finite number of vectors only, and not through a con
tinuous field" (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1987, p. 247).6

4.2. Frame of Reference
From a computational view, it makes no difference

whether the case of observer motion relative to an envi
ronment is considered or whether the case considered is
ofa stationary observer viewing a moving object. It suf
fices to consider the relative motion between the observer
and the object. In fact, it makes good sense to distinguish
between two computational levels. The first level involves
determining the 3-D structure of the object and the rela
tive motion between the observer and the object regard
less ofwhat gave rise to this relative motion. The second
level involves determining whether this relative motion
is due to object motion, ego-motion, or both.

This paper considers the first level-that is, the deter
mination of the relative motion and the structure of the
viewed scene. (This position taken, it is still worth men
tioning that the source ofthe relative motion has some im
portant secondary effects. Ego-motion, for instance, al
most always produces wide-angle input to the M&SFM
process, whereas object motion almost never does so.)

Following Koenderink and van Doorn (1991) and Sha
piro et al. (1995), and as a matter of computational con
venience, a view of the relative motion as object motion
is adopted. As can be understood from the preceding dis
cussion, this does not have any significance on the second
level of analysis-that is, it does not ascribe this relative
motion to actual object motion, ego-motion, or both.

The origin of the coordinate system used is positioned,
at t = to, on a landmark of the viewed object, and, as a
function of time, this landmark is allowed to slide on the
z-axis. In practice, this can be accomplished by a visual
system actually fixating a point on the object, or it can
be done by means ofa computation on an arbitrarily pro
duced flow field. This procedure reduces the number of
unknowns to be solved by making parts of the rotational
velocities dependent on the translational component of
the fixated point and can thus be conceived of as a kind
of "preprocessing."

4.3. Describing the Relative Motion Between
a Rigid Object and the Frame of Reference

The relative motion between a rigid object and the sys
tem can be described in terms of the following compo
nents (see Figure 2): (1) translation of the object along
the z-axis (one parameter: Z, a velocity); (2) rotation of
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tion-that is, D(x,y) and Z(x,y). Using D as an unknown
instead ofZ simplifies the calculations somewhat. When
D is found, it is easy to determine Z[Z = D/(1 +D)].
Throughout the presentation of the equations, the index
representing the point in question is dropped for better
readability except when needed for clarity.

4.5.1. Rotation around the z-axis. This component of
relative motion produces vectors that are independent of
the 3-D layout ofthe viewed scene. The direction and the
magnitude of each vector is dependent solely on the po
sition on the projection plane and the magnitude of the
rotation. The equations in terms of xand j' are

z
x

i = -yq (1)

Figure 2. The parameters describing the relative motion.

the object around the z-axis (one parameter: q, a rota
tional velocity); and (3) rotation of the object around an
axis through the fixated point and orthogonal to the z-axis
(two parameters: 0, the angle between this axis and the
xz plane, and Ii, the rotational velocity around this axis).
The rotational axis described by 0 will be referred to as
the xy rotational axis.

This description of relative motion is similar to the
one used by Koenderink and van Doorn, (1991) and Sha
piro et al. (1995). There are two main advantages to this
description. First, when the visual angle is small and par
tial solutions are found, these solutions are easy to inter
pret (Koenderink & van Doom 1991; Shapiro et aI., 1995).
Second, it fits subjects' phenomenological experiences
when viewing moving dot patterns (Borjesson & von
Hofsten, 1973, 1975).

4.4. The Projection Process
The xy plane of the coordinate system is used as the

projection surface and the projection point is positioned
on the z-axis at the point z = I. This convention can be
used because only relative (as opposed to absolute) dis
tances are recovered by any M&SFM process. If the dis
tance to the fixation point can be estimated using other
processes, the absolute distances can be estimated sim
ply through multiplying each z-coordinate (recovered by
the M&SFM process) by the estimated distance to the
fixation point.

4.5. Components of Motion and Their Projections
In the following, "retinal" coordinates and their deriv

atives with respect to time will be used, rather than a more
compact notation based on matrices. The reason for this
is primarily a desire to follow a long tradition within the
psychological literature on the M&SFM problem.

The mathematical delineation of the equations is pre
sented in Appendix A. It should be noted that the dis
tance to each point in these equations is described not in
terms of its z-coordinate directly but in terms of the dis
tance D. D is a direct function of the z-coordinate, such
that D = Z/( 1- Z). Both Z and D are treated in the equa
tions, explicitly or implicitly, as functions ofretinalloca-

and

y = xq. (2)

4.5.2. Translation of the projection point along the
z-axis. This component ofrelative motion produces vec
tors that are all directed along the line connecting, on the
projection surface, the origin and the point in question.
The magnitudes ofthe vectors are determined, except for
the obvious influence of z, in part by the distance to the
origin on the projection surface and in part by the 3-D
layout. IfD is close to zero-that is, small compared with
the distance between the projection point and the point
on the object being fixated (this distance is always con
sidered to be I at t = to)- 3-D layout is unimportant, and
the vectors are largely determined by the translational
velocity and position of the viewed point on the projec
tion surface. (This is exactly the simplification, with re
gards to the translation ofthe object along the z-axis, used
by a weak-perspective projection process, the projection
process employed by Koenderink & van Doorn, 1991,
and by Shapiro et aI., 1995; cf. Section 1.)

The equations in terms ofxand yare

x = xi + xiD (3)

and

y=yi+yiD. (4)

4.5.3. Rotation ofthe distal object around an axis in
thexy plane. For reasons that will become apparent later,
the effects of this component of motion are described
presupposing that the axis around which the object is ro
tating is the y-axis of the coordinate system (i.e., letting
0= 90°). Using this presumption, the equations in terms
ofx and yare

(5)

and

y = xyli. (6)

It is worth noting that the projected y-velocity com
ponent of the object's rotation around the y-axis (Equa
tion 6) is independent of the object's 3-D structure. This
is easily understood if this component of motion is
viewed in terms of ego-motion instead of object motion.
In the case ofego-motion, this component of motion can
be interpreted as a sum of a translational velocity com-
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and

y "" yz +yzl) + xq. (8a)

These approximations are also inherent in the use of
?rth.ographic (and, consequently, weak-perspective) pro
jection when delineating the effects on y and xofthe ro
tation of the distal object around the xy rotational axis
(still presupposing that 8 = 90°).
. T~ fur~her simp.lify these equations, one more approx
m~a.tIOn inherent m the use of weak perspective can be
utilized-i-namely, to consider the effect of the transla
tional velocity along the z-axis (on y and x) to be ex
pressed by yz and xz only. Equations 7 and 8 can then at
small visual angles, be written '

y = yz + xq. (8wp)

These equations mean that when the y-axis of the co
ordinate system is oriented along the xy rotational axis of
the distal object, the y values can be described as a lin
ear combination of image coordinates. Geometrically, this
ca~ be interpreted as a planar surface in (x,y,y) space,
WhICh passes through the origin. (When polar projection
is used, this surface will only be approximately planar.)
The orientation of the plane is determined by the two pa
rameters of relative motion zand qand is thus unaffected
by the 3-D structure of the viewed object.

If the viewed object is planar-that is, Z(x,y) = ax +
by-the x values can also be described by a linear com
bination of image coordinates, in that x = (q - aa)x +
(z - ba)y. However, if the landmarks of the viewed ob
jec~ are noncoplanar, the x values can no longer be de
scnbed as such a combination. This circumstance can be
used to define an M&SFM method that has some interest
ing properties in relation to human perception ofM&SFM.

4.6.2. The first step ofthe small-angle method. Ifthe
direction of the xy rotational axis (the value of 8) is
known, the coordinate system on the projection surface
can be rotated such that the y-axis is coincident with the
xy rotational axis, and the best fitting plane, in a least
sq.uare sense, in (x,y,y) space can then easily be deter
mined. The parameters of such a plane can for instance
be recovered by using the "normal equatio~s" for multi~
ple regression with two unknowns, directly on the mea
sured quantities. Thus,

LXiYiLx;.JJ; - LX? LY;Y;
i=1 i=l ;=1 i=1

Zest = ---.=-----=---------''---'---.:........:.~=-

The coefficients found will be estimates of the param
eters zand q. To get an estimate of how well the found
plane describes the actual data, the root of the mean
square of the residuals can be calculated. That is,

~ • • ~ 2
£"YiYi - Zest £"Yi

. _ i=l i=1
qest - ~

£..X;Yi
i=l

As a comparison, using weak perspective directly yields

x = - aZ + xz - yq (7wp)

and

and

I n 2

!L(Yi-YpJ
f=~ i=1 n

where f is the measure of the error of the fit, y the value
predicted by using Zest and qest in Equation 8wr" and n is
the number ofpoints used in the estimation. A low value
of f indicates a good fit.

(8)

(7b)

(8b)

x "" - aD+ xz - yq

Y = xya + yz + yzl) + xq.

and

and

ponent along the x-axis (and thus orthogonal to the line
of sight) and a rotation of the optical system to keep the
projected velocity of the fixated point zero. Because the
vectors caused by a translation of the optical system al
ways are parallel if the translation is orthogonal to the
line of sight, only the rotation of the optical system pro
duces y-components. Velocity components produced by
a rotation ofthe optical system are always independent of
the 3-D structure ofthe viewed object. Thus, the projected
y-velocity component of the object's rotation around the
y-axis is independent of the object's 3-D structure.

4.5.4. Any motion. The velocity vector components of
a point on the projection surface are simply the sum ofthe
above-mentioned vector components. Still presupposing
that the y-axis is the axis around which the object is ro
tating, the combined equations in terms of x and yare

x = x2a - al) + xz + xzl) - yq (7)

4.6. Small Visual Angles
4.6.1. Weak perspective as an approximation of

polar projection. A weak-perspective approach is used
in the case of small visual angles. However, the relevant
equations will first be formulated as approximations to
~olar p~oj.ection instead of directly using weak perspec
tive. ThIS IS done to illustrate the relationship between the
two projection types.

When examining Equations 7 and 8, it becomes appar
ent that the terms x2a in Equation 7 and xya in Equation 8
will be difficult to distinguish from noise generated in
the measurement process when the visual angle is small.
This is due to the fact that, given the definitions used in
this paper, small visual angles mean that all x and y values
are much smaller than 1. The product of two such values
is only a small fraction of the values themselves.

Therefore, the terms x2a and xya can be disregarded at
small visual angles, and Equations 7 and 8 can be written as

x "" - al) + xz + xzl) - yq (7a)
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Figure 3. The upper figure illustrates a 2-D frame of reference
on the projection surface and a point, p, together with a velocity
vector associated with p. The lower figure illustrates a coordinate
system that is rotated with respect to the original frame of refer
ence and how the description of the point p and its associated ve
locity vector is changed with the rotation.

x

yP

y

fly
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can thus never be expected to be zero, not even for a co
ordinate system having a y-axis exactly coinciding with
the xy rotational axis. However, an expected minimum
value will exist that is related to the level of noise in the
measuring system. This expected minimum value off will
be referred to as the system noise level.

4.6.3. The second step of the small angle method.
The next step is to evaluate the combined output from
the differently rotated coordinate systems. This can
be described in terms of three easily identifiable output
patterns and their interpretations in terms of distal
events.

The most potent of these output patterns occurs when
one ofthe coordinate systems (or two adjacent systems
in which case, either system can be chosen) has a value
off that is the lowest, and this value is close to the system
noise level. Such a pattern is formed by at least four non
coplanar landmarks that are engaged in rigid relative mo
tion containing a nonzero component of rotation around
an xy rotational axis (i.e., this output pattern corresponds

Next, consider a slight rotation of the coordinate sys
tem away from the xy rotational axis of the distal object.
They-axis will no longer exactly coincide with the xy ro
tational axis, and the y values in this new system will be
influenced by i values of the original coordinate system
and, thus, the 3-D structure of the viewed object. The
new y values are described by

l' = y'e + x'q + aZ(x~y')siny,

where r is the angle between the xy rotational axis and
the y-axis ofthe system. If, as before, a regression is per
formed using Equation 8wp, the value off will be higher
than the value found when performing the regression in the
original coordinate system, unless, ofcourse, the viewed
object is planar.

In the general case, the direction of the distal xy rota
tional axis is not known. Nevertheless, its direction can,
following the above, be determined by finding the direc
tion of the y-axis of a rotated coordinate system on the
projection surface that has the lowest value off. From a
strictly computational point of view, a gradient-based it
erative method could be used to find the direction that
produces the lowest value off. However, this would only
lead to a weak-perspective M&SFM algorithm that suf
fers from the same shortcomings, described in Section 3,
as do the algorithms proposed by Koenderink and van
Dorn (1991) and Shapiro et al. (1995). Furthermore, it
would solve the problem by using iterative search where
robust linear methods are possible (Shapiro et aI., 1995).

Instead, a similar result can be obtained by another
method that does not exhibit the aforementioned short
comings except the one inherent in the choice of weak
perspective projection as such. The method is based on the
fact that the orientation of the unknown xy rotational axis
of the distal objectcan be expressed as a direction on the
projection surface. It is therefore possible to have a num
ber of coordinate systems defined on the projection sur
face each rotated differently in relation to the frame of
reference used (see Figure 3). In every coordinate system,
a regression using Equation 8wp could be performed. The
combined output of these parallel regressions has some
interesting properties.

Before these are discussed, however, the first part ofthe
proposed method for small visual angles is described:
(I) A set ofCartesian coordinate systems on the projection
surface is defined. The systems have a common origin, but
each system has its y-axis in a unique direction. (For this
method to function in the general case, the whole possible
range of 1800 should be covered by the coordinate sys
tems.) The number of systems in the set and their respec
tive orientations determine the accuracy of the process.
(2) The velocity vectors on the projection surface are pro
jected onto the y-axis of each of these systems, and sets of
y, x, and y values are formed. One such set is formed per
coordinate system. (3) A regression is performed in each
coordinate system using these sets. The output of each re
gression is the f value and the estimated values ofi and q.

The input to the method cannot be assumed to be free
of measurement errors (see Section 2.2). The value of f
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If the variables are expressed in terms of polar coor
dinates (r,8) and their derivatives with respect to time,
this equation can in turn be written as

(9)

(10)

(11)

y . +' 'Dy=xa z+z.

i . aD . D'- =xa- - +z+ z
x x

the one inherent in the use of weak perspective as such.
Hence, (1) when the input is rigid and complete, results
similar to the results recovered by the algorithm proposed
by Shapiro et al. (1995) are obtained, (2) when the input
is rigid but incomplete, additional constraints can easily
be applied or the solution space can be presented to higher
perceptual or cognitive mechanisms, and (3) when the in
put is created by rigid objects moving only along and/or
around the line of sight, this is perceived and the relative
motion is extracted.

The small-angle method is illustrated in Figure 4.
4.6.4. Numerical evaluation of the small-angle

method. The quality ofthe output will depend on the num
ber and the distribution of the differently rotated coordi
nate system used and the appropriateness of the pro
posed error function. To evaluate the latter, a large number
(27,000 runs) of numerical comparisons to the Shapiro
et al. algorithm have been made using polar-projected
synthetic optic-flow fields produced by the use of simu
lated rigidly moving, noncoplanar landmarks. The two
error functions give very similar results in all conditions.
Some examples of the results are presented in Figure 5.
The details of how the numerical simulations were per
formed are described in Appendix B.

An interesting feature of both these error functions
can be seen in Figure 6. As the visual angle is increased
during the conditions tested, the error in the estimate of
the direction of the xy rotational axis increases, but, at
the same time, the error in the estimates of the two ve
locities z and if decreases. This could point to the exis
tence ofan optimal size, in terms of visual angle, within
which the small-angle algorithm should operate.

4.7. Large Visual Angles
4.7.1. A wide-angle process yielding a relief depth

map. If, for some reason, a depth map of the reliefkindis
desirable over the whole field of view using polar
projected input, this can be accomplished within the pre
sent framework. This is best described by first assuming
that the rotation around the z-axis is zero and that the xy
rotational axis of the object is the y-axis. Equations 7 and
8 can then be written

Because all terms in these two equations are identical
except for the -aD/x, this can be expressed as

y i aD
y x x

and

to situations where the Shapiro et aI., 1995, or the Koen
derink & van Doorn, 1991, algorithms are applicable).
The y-axis of the coordinate system with the lowest f
value is showing (with a resolution related to the number
of systems used) the direction of the distal xy rotational
axis, and the i and if values from the regression are good
estimates of the real i and if values. These estimated val
ues can be used in conjunction with the measured y val
ues in the coordinate system located orthogonally to the
system having the lowest f value (i.e., the i values) to cal
culate the distances aD(x,y) using Equation 7b. The
analysis in this case gives solutions to the M&SFM prob
lem that are very similar to the solutions obtained with the
algorithm described by Shapiro et al. (1995) (see Sec
tion 4). The process that finds the minimum f value can be
simple in that the coordinate systems can be implemented
as physical structures operating in parallel.

Another distinctive pattern occurs when all coordinate
systems show a value off that is close to the system noise
level, but the estimated values of i and if differ between
the systems. This pattern occurs when the viewed land
marks are engaged in rigid relative motion containing a
nonzero component of rotation around an xy rotational
axis, are coplanar (or, equivalently, when the pattern con
sists of only three landmarks) but not colinear, and the
plane defined by the landmarks is nonorthogonal to the
line of sight. When this output pattern occurs, at least
two things can be done. One is to apply an additional con
straint, for instance, that the rotational component around
the line of sight should be as small as possible (Koender
ink, 1990). This is simple to implement in that the if (or i)
values from the different directions can be compared in
the same manner as the f values. The other option is to
deliver the estimates in all directions to the next percep
tuallevel-in effect, showing the solution space.

A third important pattern occurs when all coordinate
systems show f values close to the system noise level, and
they all also show identical (within the boundaries set by
the noise level) i and if values. This pattern occurs, with
one exception, when the relative motion of the viewed
landmarks is rigid and is taking place only along and/or
around the line of sight. The estimated values of i and if
are close to the true i and if values, and this is true even
for coplanar landmarks (including the case of only three
noncolinear landmarks). 7 The exception mentioned above
is when the viewed object is planar and orthogonal to the
line of sight. In this case, the estimated i and if are, as be
fore, close to the true i and if values; however, a rotation
around an xy rotational axis might exist. If it does, how
ever, it will be evident at later moments, because the pla
nar configuration oflandmarks will then no longer be or
thogonal to the line of sight (it will have been rotated by
the nonzero component of rotation around the xy rota
tional axis), and the estimations of i and if will start to
differ between the coordinate systems.

These three output patterns and their proposed inter
pretations, viewed as an M&SFM method, do not suffer
from the shortcomings discussed in Section 3, except for
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Figure 4. (a) Example of output from the first part of the small-angle process. (b) One ofthe
main three output patterns of the small-angle process. The proposed method interprets it as
caused by a rigid and noncoplanar constellation of at least four points. The direction of the xy r0

tational axis is given by the direction having the smallest value off. This direction then deter
mines the zand qvalues. (c) Another of the three main output patterns. The proposed method
interprets it as caused by a rigid and planar constellation ofthree or more points. An -'J' rota
tional axis exists but cannot be determined without additional information or constraints.
(d) The third of the three main output patterns. If this pattern persists over time, the proposed
method interprets it as caused by a rigid constellation of points translating along and rotating
about the line of sight. The zand qvalues are recovered.

rO = aD. (12)
sin(0)

The quantities o.O, provide the desired depth map of the
relief kind.

The general case of unknown motion can now be de
scribed. In Equation 12, both rand iJ are independent of
the direction of the axes of the associated 2-D Cartesian

coordinate system on the projection plane, Thus, these
quantities can be measured without knowing or assum
ing anything about the rotational axis of the distal object.
Consequently, if the xy rotational axis of the distal object
and the rotational component if are found by a small
angle process operating close to the fixation point, the
depth-related quantity aD can be estimated for any point
n on the projection surface simply by measuring the
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A drawback of this equation is that it cannot operate
where 0 is close to zero, (i.e., close to the x-axis). This can
be overcome by using Equation 8 directly. The relative
simplicity of Equation 13 is lost, but affine depth values
can be found for all points on the projection surface. If,
like before, the xy rotational axis of the distal object and
the parameters qand Zare found by the small-angle part
of the algorithm operating close to the fixation point, the
distance D can be expressed in terms ofan unknown value
ofa for any point on the projection surface:

D = (in - xnz + Ynq - x;ix)
n (xnz-ix) .
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4.7.2. Estimating the remaining unknown param
eter of relative motion. The termyD(x,y) in Equation 8
can be expressed as

4
Visualangle

Figure 6. Results illustrating opposite tendencies in errors pro
duced as a function of visual angle. The conditions illustrated are
visual angle = 4°; (4z,4a) = (0.0071,0.0071); error level =
10%; and all three visual angles = 2°,4°, and 6°.
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Figure 5. Examples ofthe results ofthe numerical comparisons

between the Shapiro et at. algorithm and the proposed small
angle process using synthetic optic-flow fields produced by the
use of non coplanar, polar-projected landmarks (see Appendix B).
The conditions illustrated are visual angle = 4°; (.~z,4a) =

(0.0071, 0.0071); internal depth of distal object = 10%; and all
three error levels = 0%, 5%, and 10%. Each bar represents
RMS error values gathered from 500 runs.

quantity rn(en - q)/sin(On)' where On is measured in the
coordinate system chosen by the small-angle process.
That is,
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yD(x,y) = ~ (xy - yx) - ~ (X2 + y2).
a a

Using this in Equation 8 gives Equation 15:

y = xya + xq +yz + ~ (xy - yi) - ~i (x 2+ y2). (15)
a a

This equation expresses a relationship between the pa
rameters ofrelative motion and measurable quantities on
the projection surface that are independent of the depth
values of the viewed landmarks. As before, the xy rota
tional axis is considered to be the y-axis.

Ifthe xy rotational axis is recovered by the small-angle
processes described above (and, thus, the existence of a
nonzero value ofa), several methods are conceivable to
estimate the remaining unknown parameter a using the
relationship expressed by Equation 15. The difference
between these methods is the amount ofinformation being
"carried over" into the wide-angle process from the small
angle process.

One option is to use all the estimates produced by the
small-angle process. Only ais then left to be estimated by
the wide-angle process. Equation 15 can be written

y - (xq + yi) = xya+ ~[i(xy - yi) - iq(x2 + y2)].
a

(16a)

The parameter acan thus be found by solving a qua
dratic equation for any point in the periphery. However,
in the presence of measurement errors, more efficient
methods are conceivable. Equation 16a can be transformed
into a well-behaved error function:

e(a) = L[(Y; - x;q - y;i)

-ky;a+ ~ [i(x;y; - y;xJ - iq(XT + yl)]}]2

(16b)

and can be examined by a simple steepest descent method.
No claim is made that Equation 16bdescribes the best way
of finding a given these circumstances. However, it is
good enough to illustrate the viability of the general ap
proach, as is demonstrated below.

Twominima usually exist when Equation 16b is used:
one negative and one positive. The error function, there
fore, has to be evaluated on each side of zero and the
lowest of the two minima chosen as the global minimum.
These two minima may have perceptual counterparts. In
that the a values they represent usually are of approxi
mately the same magnitude and have opposite signs,
using them in the 3-D reconstruction will result in two
3-D objects rotating in opposite directions and with in
verted 3-D structures-the Necker-type inversion often
found with moving dot stimuli. Because, at least when per
spective projection and large visual angles are used, one

of the minima is larger than the other, a greater sensation
of nonrigidity could accompany the utilization of this
larger value.

The results achieved when using this approach to find
ing aare illustrated in the top panel of Figure 7. As can
be seen, the results are encouraging, although the root
mean square error levels cannot be taken too literally.
They will depend on the number oflandmarks and the situ
ation facing the small-angle process. However, they in
dicate that this type ofprocess could be useful to a visual
system.

Another option for the use of wide-angle input is to
use only the estimate of the direction of the xy rotational
axis from the small-angle process and to let the wide-angle
process refine the estimates ofq and i along with find
ing an estimate ofa. This can be done in at least two dif
ferent ways. One is to use all constraints inherent in the
problem and find the values by a nonlinear search proce
dure. The other is to regard Equation 15 as a linear func
tion with five unknown parameters and use multiple re
gression to determine these unknown parameters.

The nonlinear approach was tried by rearranging Equa
tion 15 into an error function. Good initial values for the
qand i parameters are given by the small-angle process,
but it is difficult to assess a good initial value for a. Be
cause of this, the nonlinear search method used (the
MATLAB fmins procedure) was sometimes plagued by
the existence oflocal minima and nonconvergence. Such
phenomena are common also when the whole M&SFM
problem is being solved in its entirety by nonlinear search
methods (e.g., Heeger & Jepson, 1992; Jerian & Jain,
1991; Pradzny, 1980).

The pseudolinear approach, treating Equation 15 as
linear, means increasing the degrees of freedom to gain
computational ease. A similar strategy to solving the en
tire M&SFM problem in the polar-perspective case was
first put forward by Longuet-Higgins (1981) and is dis
cussed in Heeger and Jepson (1992). Heeger and Jepson
conclude that such methods are too sensitive to mea
surement errors to be practically useful. In this case, how
ever, when the xy rotational axis is known (i.e., approxi
mately recovered by the small-angle weak-perspective
process) and the visual angle is large, this sensitivity is
not generally present. Given that the landmarks have suf
ficient variations in depth values and that these depth
values are nonlinearly related to their projected positions
on the projection surface, the pseudolinear approach works
extremely well. However, when the depth values of the
landmarks are linearly related to their projected positions
on the projection surface, as in the "floor-ceiling" scene
used in the simulations, the size of the errors produced
by adding measurement errors casts some doubts on its
usefulness to a visual system. There is one exception to
this finding, of course. When the viewed landmarks be
long to a plane that is perpendicular to the line of sight,
the linear relationship between depth values and projected
positions does not pose any problems. The results ofusing
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Figure 7. The results of the numerical experiments performed to evaluate how well a can

be estimated by different methods operating on input defined over large visual angles. The
results from the two most successful methods are shown: the nonlinear method estimating
only a, and the pseudolinear method estimating all parameters of relative motion except 8.

the pseudolinear approach are illustrated in the bottom
panel of Figure 7.

The wide-angle process that best models the perfor
mance of the human visual system cannot be assessed
given the presently available psychophysical evidence. The
main point is, however,that a weak-perspective small-angle
process can be complemented by a polar-projection-based
wide-angle process and function well.

5. SPATIAL DERIVATIVES REVISITED

Most M&SFM methods are primarily SFM meth
ods-that is, they are designed to reconstruct the 3-D
layout of a viewed rigid scene. The recovery of the rela
tive motion is mostly an unavoidable, although interest
ing, by-product. In the case ofplanar surfaces engaged in
unrestricted motion and seen at small visual angles, a 3-D
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recovery is not generally possible. Because of this, no at
tempts are made by most M&SFM methods to recover
information about the relative motion in such cases.

The human visual system, however, is very sensitive
to optic flow that can be interpreted as caused by mov
ing planar surfaces, and such optic-flow patterns are fre
quently used in studies of the perception of visual mo
tion. As a result, the relation between studies on human
sensitivity to visual motion and the possibilities offered
by M&SFM processes is somewhat unclear. This is il
lustrated by studies concerned with the sensitivity of the
human visual system to spatial derivatives of optic flow
(cf. Section 2.1.3).

The spatial derivatives of optic flow in a small area
around a point on a projection surface constitute a de
scription ofthe flow at that point. They are thus measures
of proximal events. In contrast, components of relative
motion (2, q, a, and 8 in the present terminology) be
tween an observer and a viewed object, which are recov
ered by an M&SFM process, are distal events. The spatial
derivatives ofoptic flow are usually split into components
commonly referred to as divergence, rotation, and de
formation (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1976). In the case
of optic flow caused by moving rigid objects, each of
these (proximal) components of spatial derivatives is de
pendent upon two or three of the (distal) components of
relative motion (2,q, a, and 8) in addition to the 3-D ori
entation of the viewed surface.

One case exists, however, when the relation between
the components of spatial derivatives and the components
of relative motion is more straightforward: When the
viewed object is a (planar) rigid surface orthogonal to the
line of sight and the proximal area considered is close to
the fixation point, then no deformation exists, the diver
gence is proportional to the value of 2, and the rotation
is proportional to q.

In contrast to most other M&SFM methods, the one
presented in this paper can discover the presence of this
situation and estimate the values of the parameters 2 and
q. Thus, this method will appear as if it is estimating the
divergence and the rotation, when, in fact, it is estimating
the distal parameters 2 and q.

Consequently, proximal motion patterns exhibiting
pure divergence (pure expansion or contraction), pure
rotation, or combinations of such patterns (spiral-like mo
tions) will be interpreted by the proposed M&SFM mech
anism, and estimates of the relative distal motion will be
produced. These estimates will also be proportional to the
values of the divergence and the rotation.

In terms ofpsychophysical experimentation, this means
that the sensitivity of human subjects to divergence and
rotation when pure divergence, pure rotation, or combi
nations thereof are used (e.g., Ahlstrom & Borjesson, in
press; De Bruyn & Orban, 1990, 1993; Freeman & Har
ris, 1992; Reagan & Beverley, 1978) cannot be taken as
evidence that the human visual system is sensitive to these
components of spatial derivatives as such. It could in
stead be operating in a way related to the M&SFM mech
anism proposed in this paper. A critical experiment, which

could distinguish between a proximal (spatial derivatives)
analysis and a distal (components ofrelative motion) anal
ysis by the human visual system, would involve the use
ofproximal motion patterns where the values ofall com
ponents of the spatial derivatives are simultaneously
nonzero and systematically varied.

The similarity in output in certain cases by the M&SFM
mechanism proposed in this paper and a mechanism sen
sitive to divergence and rotation is present only in an area
close to the fixation point. However, this is consistent both
with the findings on human sensitivity to pure divergence
and rotation cited above and with the findings of Brad
dick and Holliday (1992) described in Section 2.1.3.

6. DISCUSSION

The M&SFM process described in this paper is de
signed to deal with optic flow produced by rigidly con
nected landmarks moving relative to the observer. It pro
duces an output that is similar to the performance of
human observers, when faced with such flow, as it is re
flected in the literature. However, to fully evaluate the
limits ofthis similarity, a number ofpsychophysical stud
ies are needed. The study suggested in Section 5, pro
posed to examine whether spatial derivatives are really
estimated by the human visual system, is an example.
Another is the possibility, opened by the present approach,
to have nonuniformly distributed coordinate systems in
the small-angle process. This would lead to a varied res
olution in the recovery of the xy rotational axis. One con
ceivable use of such a nonuniform distribution would be
to have the coordinate systems closer together in the
vicinities of the horizontal and vertical axes of the eye.
During ego-motion, the xy rotational axis is usually close
to the vertical axis or, if we are only moving up and down,
close to the horizontal axis. This arrangement of coor
dinate systems would lead to an "oblique-like" effect
where the sensitivity to the directions ofxy rotational axes
is lower at "oblique" directions.

As is clear from the previous sections, there are sev
eral important aspects of perceiving motion and depth
from visual motion that were not addressed. These in
clude continuous (in time) optic flow, how several inde
pendently moving objects are handled, and how the flow
fields produced by nonrigid objects are analyzed.

These and other aspects are possible to include in the
present framework and in several different ways. How
ever, in that the goal ofthe present work is to better under
stand human M&SFM capabilities, more psychophysical
data are needed to guide the way before this is undertaken.
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NOTES

I. A systematic description of various projection types ("cameras")
and their properties in relation to M&SFM processes can be found in
Shapiro et al. (1995).

2. These authors (see, e.g., Koenderink, 1986) have also proposed
sensing mechanisms of the deformation component that are not based
on retinal velocities as such. In light ofthe discussion on the input to the
M&SFM process, however, this is not relevant in the present context.

3. The use ofhigher order spatial derivatives has been proposed (e.g.,
Longuet-Higgins & Pradzny, 1980).

4. This is true unless some a priori constraint can be used-for in
stance, knowledge that the surrounding world is of a known shape or of
a shape having fewer degrees of freedom than the number of available
velocity estimates.

5. This is a property that algorithms based on weak perspective share
with algorithms based on orthographic projection. It is usually dealt
with by letting the algorithms analyze more than two views.

6. Similar notions have been used by authors other than Koenderink
and van Doom (I 987)-for example, by Gordon (1965), Lee (1974),
Nakayama and Loomis (1974), and Pradzny (1980).

7. Of special interest in this case is the inverse ofthe value of z; it rep
resents "time to contact" (Lee, 1974; Tresilian, 1993).

APPENDIX A

Equation numbers below are the same as equation numbers
in text.

Please refer to Figure 2.
A distal point (X, Y, Z) is projected onto the xy plane using

(z = I) as the projection point. The projection of the point is at
(x,y). The following relationships hold:

X
x=

(I - Z)

and
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which can be written as

, Xi'
x=

(I - Z)2'

Translation of the Object Along the z-Axis
The derivative with respect to time of the x-coordinate, in

this case, is

j
~ = -za
y=o ,

Z=Xa

(5)

(6)

which in turn can be simplified as

U:~:-Da.

The derivatives with respect to time of the projection of the
point on the xy plane, in this case, are

l

' X xi
x = (1- ~) + (1- Z)2 ,

, YZ
y=

(1- Z)2

Using the expression derived from the cylindrical coordinates,
this can be written as

j
, -z« X 2a
x = (1- ~) + (1_ Z)2 ,

, YXa
y=---

(1- Z)2

(I)

(2)

Y
Y=(I-Z)'

Rotation Around the z-Axis
Polar coordinates on the projection surface are used:

{
x = r cos(8) ,

Y = rsin(8)

Their derivatives with respect to time in this case are

{
X= -rsin(8),9,

y = rcos(8)8

Since q =9, by definition this can be written as

{;::;q,

, , I
x = xz (I - Z)'

Since

I Z---=1+---
(I-Z) (I-Z)'

Examining the QuantityyD(x,y)
Combining Equations 7 and 8 (see text, p, 1092) yields

i :s.; aD +q(~+l.),
y x x y x

which can be written as

which means that

and, by definition

Consequently, the derivative with respect to time of the
y-coordinate can be expressed as

yi = rrsin(8) cos(8) - r 2 sin? (8)9

Consequently,

D 1 (, ,) q(2 2)Y =~ xy- yx -~ x +Y ,

Then, (x,y) and (i,y) are expressed in terms of polar coordi
nates on the projection surface

{

X =rcos(8)

y = rsin(8)

{
X = rcos(8) - rsin(8)9

y = rsin(8) + rcos(8)9 '

and that

and

This means that

xy = rrsin(8) cos(8) + r 2 cos- (8)9

(xy - yi) = r29,
By definition, x 2 + y2 = r 2,

To find an expression in terms of polar coordinates of the
term al) when q is zero, we note

(3)

(4)

i = xi'+xi'D,

y = yi' + yZD,

this means that

Rotation of the Object Around they-Axis
The point (X, Y, Z) is first expressed in cylindrical coordi-

nates (Y, p, a), such that

j
x = pcos(a)

Y=Y
Z = psin(a)

Z
D=--

(I - Z)'

The derivatives with respect to time, in this case, can be written

j
~ = -psin(a)a

y=o ,

Z = pcos(a)a
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which, in terms of polar coordinates, is

aD= erCOS(8)( c?s(8) + Sin(8))
sm(8) cos(8)

and can be expressed as

r8
al) = sin(8)' (12)

APPENDIXB
How the Numerical Evaluations Were Performed

The evaluations were regarded as numerical experiments.
Some independent variables were systematically varied, and
others were controlled by randomly drawing values, at runtime,
from a specified distribution. Polar projection was used through
out the evaluations.

BI. THE SMALL-ANGLE PROCESS

BI.I. Systematically Varied Independent Variables
Bl.l.l. Visual angles. Three different visual angles were in

vestigated: 2°,4°, and 6°. The visual angle was considered to ex
press the diameter of a circular area on the projection surface
centered around the line of sight.

Bl.1.2. Internal depth of the synthetic distal objects. Two
levels ofmaximum internal depths were chosen: 10% and 30%
ofthe distance between the fixated landmark and the projection
pomt. The depth value used for each point was drawn randomly
from a uniform distribution between -0.05 and 0.05 in the 10%
condition and between -0.15 and 0.15 in the 30% condition.

BI.1.3. ..1zand ..1a. The translation along the line of sight
(Az) and the amount ofrotation around the rv rotational axis (Aa)
was set to one of three combinations: (Az,Aa) = (0.0094,
0.0034); (Az,Aa) = (0.0071, 0.0071); and (Az,Aa) = (0.0034,
0.0094). Az was measured in units defined by the distance to the
fixation point, which by definition is unity, and Aa was mea
sured in radians. Ifan ego-motion description ofthese combina
tions is used, the three conditions correspond to an angle ofap
proach to the object of 70°, 45°, and 20°, respectively.

Bl.1.4. Measurement error. Measurement error was added
by, for each landmark and run, randomly selecting an error vec
tor. The magnitude ofthe error vector was drawn from a normal
distribution having zero as its mean and 0%, 5%, or 10% de
pending on the error level, of the magnitude of the landmark's
true velocity vector as its variance. The direction ofthe error vec
tor was drawn from a uniform distribution ofdirections between
0° and 360°.

BI.l:5. J?esign. These factors define a 3 x 2 X 3 X 3 experi
ment yielding 54 conditions. In each condition, 500 runs were
performed, and the resulting flow fields analyzed by means of
both the Shapiro et al. (1995) algorithm and the small visual
angle process.

B1.2. Random Factors
B1.2.1. Number of landmarks. All flow fields were pro

duced by randomly choosing between 7 and 30 landmarks from
a uniform distribution before each run.

B1.2.2. Position oflandmarks. The landmarks were assigned
d.i~tal positions by first randomly choosing their projected po
sitions on the projection surface from uniform distributions
wi~hin the limits set by the visual angle condition. The projection
point and the randomly chosen projected positions defined
str~ight lin~s in (x,y,z) space, one for each landmark, along
which the distal landmarks could be positioned. Then, z-values
were .r~ndomly drawn within the limits set by the internal depth
condition, The values obtained by this procedure determined the
distal positions.

Bl.2.3. ..1qand 8. The amount of rotation around the line of
sight (Aq) was randomly drawn from a uniform distribution be
tween -0.007 radians and +0.007 radians (±0.4°), and the direc
tion of the xy rotational axis (8) was randomly drawn from a
uniform distribution between 0° and 180°. This was performed
before each run.

B2. THE WIDE-ANGLE EVALUATIONS OF ..1a

· The wide-angle evaluation was always preceded by an analy
SIS?ythe small-angle process on landmarks that projected within
a Circular area centered around the line of sight with a diameter
of 5° of visual angle. In all conditions, 30 landmarks were used
that projected to random positions within this circular area. The
distal positions ofthese landmarks were determined as described
in Section B1.2.2 using a maximum depth value of 10%.

Outside ofthe above-mentioned circular area, another circular
area with a diameter of 140° ofvisual angle was defined. Within
t~i.s area, but outside of the inner circular area, another 200 po
sitions were randomly drawn from uniform distributions before
each run. Using the procedure described in Section B 1.2.2, and
with limits set by the object definitions described below, the
distal positions of these additional 200 landmarks were then
determined.

The direction of the xy rotational axis (8) was always kept
at 90°.

B2.I. Systematically Varied Independent Variables
· B2.1.1. Internal depth of the synthetic distal objects. Two

different types of distal objects were defined. One consisted of
randomly assigned depth values to the landmarks from a uni
form distribution, resulting in a maximum internal depth of60%
ofthe distance between the projection point and the fixated point.
The other was a room-like structure with a floor extending from
below the fixation point to below the fixated point, a far wall or
thogonal to the floor, and a ceiling extending from the wall and
above the projection point. The ceiling was parallel to the floor.

B2.1.2. ..1z and ..1a. Two of the three sets of values defined
in the evaluation of the small-angle process were used. They
correspond to an angle of approach to the object of20° and 45°
ifan ego-motion view of the relative motion is used.

B2.1.3. Measurement error. Measurement error was added
in the same way as in the evaluation ofthe small-angle process.

· B2:1.4. Desig~. :hese factors define a 2 X 2 X 3 experiment
yielding 12 conditions, In each condition, 200 runs were per
formed, and the resulting flow fields were analyzed by the three
methods described in the text: the pseudolinear method solving
for all parameters of relative motion except for 8, a nonlinear
method solving only for Aa, and a nonlinear method solving
for all parameters of relative motion except for 8.
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